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inTRODUCTlOn
It becomes apparent to us at an early age that some
objects are reveredmore highly than others. Some are
valued for theirmonetary worth as antiquesor their
association with a famous person, or for their sentimental
value to an individual by aiding in his recall of some event,
person or place in his past. Objects in these categories
share no common visual characteristics since any object,
natural orman-made,may become a cherished memento
commemorating any event from the pastwhether it be
joyous or unpleasant. For example, a curious pebble found
while spending amemorable day at the beach with a loved
one could be cherished for years, asmight a dried flower
from the funeral of a loved parent, each imbuedwith
whatever passionate feeling is bestowed on it by the owner
without revealing its importance to the rest of us. This
object is intended only to reveal itsmessage to the owner
or an informed few in a very private manner.
In other cases, as the antique,historical significance
becomes ameasure of value and preciousness. There is,
however, another category of revered objects. The intent
of these objects is to publicly announce their own
importance or that of their owner by striving for a visual
presence thatwould set them above themyriad of
common objects. Itsmaker intentionally employed visual
devices in an attempt to awe or impress the viewer. The
concept and use of these devices are the same today as
they have been in the recorded past. The use of seashells
and feathersmay have been replacedwith gold or
diamonds but the concept of incorporating rare, precious
or religiousmaterials into aman-made object to imbue
that object with importance and elevate its status, in the
eyes of the viewer, above that of the surrounding
mundane objects of our lives, remains essentially the
same. These deviceswere employed in objects for religious
worship to display respect and sacrifice for powerful gods,
and later in the objects intended for the ruling classes and
wealthy who wished to affiliate themselveswith the gods,
in the eyes of themasses, and thus usurp a little power and
recognition for themselves.
It is to these visual deviceswhich I will addressmy thesis
investigation. As a visual artist, the actual religion or
rituals associatedwith the objects becomes less important,
for this investigation, than how these deviceswere
consciously used to elevate the status or preciousness of the
objects in question, in the perception of the viewer.
inVESTIGATIOn
my first effortswere spent at the library researching
how past civilizationshad used ritual vessels, and how
they tried to imbue these vesselswith a special aura or
presence that would convey their importance or
specialized fuction. Aftermany days spent pouring over
books on Greek attic pottery, Japanese tea ceremonial
vessels, Chinese ritual bronzes from the Shang dynasty , as
well as books on the vessels used in themodern Christian
religions, certain similarities of visual devices became
apparent.
Icon- The incorporation of a religious icon is one of the
easiest and most powerful aids to help us in distinguishing
the vessels of special function from those intended formore
mundane functions, such as the family meal or storage
and transport of food and water. Although it is true that
one can find these icons on common vessels and objects
offered for sale today by shops dealing in religious
novelties, I propose that the power of the icon is so strong
thatmost people, given a selection of drinking cups and
glasses, would not choose the icon-stamped one to drink
their beer out of. At least they would hesitatemomentarily
to reflect and in doing sowould pay homage to the icon. It
will be seen that even with all its power, the icon was
accompanied by other ennobling devices tomagnify its
power. This of course assumes familiarity with a culture
and its icons.
Elevation- This is one of themost common devices and
therefore, I believe, one of themost successful, having
proved itself effective through the years in generating the
desired associations. To elevate an object onto a base,
serves to elevate it conceptually as well as physically,
giving height and hence dignity to an otherwise primary
shape. For example, elevating a single glass above the
plane of the table by attaching a base, or stem as its called
in this case, would create a goblet. This goblet would be
used today to add a littlemore elegance to a common table
setting, even though itmight containmerewater ormilk.
Elevate it further and you have created a wine glass, now
used only for special liquidsand on special
occasions to
fashionably entertain friends or loved ones. There seems to
be a direct correlation between the actual height and its
perceived significance. The longer the stem ( within
reason ) - themore elegant, and consequentlymore
significant the occasion of its use. now, to this
long-
stemmed vessel add another device such as precious gems,
ormake it out of a preciousmetal, and you would have
created a chalice suitable for the altar. Another example
would be the lowly plate. When elevated on a base, it
becomes a stemmed cake plate used to display cakes or
other pastries on special occasions. Elevate a platter and it
becomes fit to serve pheasant or other culinary delights to
a king. The setting of a piece of artwork on its own
pedestal, rather than on a tablewith others, serves to
elevate it and isolate it from theworld in which wemove,
and hence enhances the feeling that it is somehow different
and perhaps better and deserving of a bigger price, of
course.
It seems logical to attribute this device to the first kings
and priestswho elevated their throne or altar above the
people to convey their allegiancewith the gods above, and
to share in their power and authority over themasses.
Thus a powerful visual devicewas established which would
be reflected in the vessels used for ritual purposes, and
later adopted by the people of wealth and authority to
enhance their own prestige, or tomemorialize their
achievements. The trophy is born, note its predominently
vertical posture and use of a base.
Precious
materials- The use ofmaterialswhich are
precious to a given culture, in a vessel, would be a strong
clue to the significance of that vessel to the culture. One
has to have some knowledge of a culture in order to
identify thesematerials and their significance. For us
today, itwould certainly be the preciousmetals ; gold,
silver, platinum, and natural gems based on an evaluation
of rarity and intrinsic beauty. These same elements of
rarity and beauty would have been important
considerations for early civilizations as well, butmay have
resulted in a different array of materials labled precious.
To a desert-dwelling tribewithout rapid transit, seashells
could possess both qualitiesand could be fought and killed
for. The use of such materials in man-made objects reveal
their relative significance to that society as special objects,
perhaps associated with religious or stately functions or
with special events as does our silver loving cup today and
its numerous trophy-like spin-offs.
Symbolic
materials- Here I refer tomaterials which
have some symbolic significance to a culture and are not
made precious by their rarity. Here again a knowledge of
the culture would be required to know if such materials as
feathers and seeds were used for their pure visual delight
or for some symbolic reason. A knowledge of a society's
material symbolism would be useful in corroborating our




Symbolic Form- Throughout history, vessels as well as
other objects have been modeled directly after the artists
conception of a god or some animal or plant form that
symbolized the concepts of his religion or philosophy. An
examplemay be seen in Plates 1 and 2. These Shang
Dynasty ritual vessels employ the dragon motif common in
oriental religions, and represent a myriad of
characteristics associatedwith the gods such as strength,
longevity,masculinity, and courage. Plate 1 shows this
dragon as the actual lip of the vessel, while in Plate 2 the
dragon exists as surface pattern alone. Exhibiting the
forms of recognizable imagery associated with concepts of
the spirit world or phenomenon such as death or fecundity,
becomes a tool to attract a viewer's attention and evoke an
emotional response. This device has been used
continuously from its inception in unrecorded history to
the present.
Size- The relative size of a vessel can also add credence
to its status as ceremonial, and hence becomes a visual
device to be used in fostering or inflating a sense of
importance in contemporary as well as historical
vessels.
If a vessel's apparent funtion is known, based on its shape
and historical documentation of similar shapes, then
altering its scale beyond
normal considerations of function
8
would cause the viewer to question the intent of themaker.
Did he purposely undersize the vessel because itwas never
intended to be used for its original function, but instead to
be used in some symbolicmanner as part of a ritual?
Some pottery shapes from the Han Dynasty can be directly
traced to small scalemodels of grainery jars used at the
time. These replicas were never intended to be actually
used to storegrain, but insteadwere buriedwith the dead
to symbolically offer sustenance to the spirit of the
deceased. These small- scalemodels of grainery jars
became revered objects because of their association with
the burial ceremony, and thus became collectables. Their
shape has been imitated through all the dynasties into the
modern age.
Enlarging a food or drinking vessel beyond the scale that
would be used by a single personmight suggest that the
vessel was used bymore than one person. Perhaps the
enlarged vessel was used by a group of people during some
ceremony. Such a vessel was the Ku in Plate 3. Its shape is
derived from a commonplace drinking vessel, but the size
and ornamentation belie its true nature as a ritual libation
vessel which was passed between participatingmembers
in a sacred ceremony.
Ambigu ity- m ixing of various dev ices and forms to
achieve a new form,which contains subtle references to
the past but does not imitate closely any historical
antecedent, is in itself a visual device to create a sense of
ambiguity, especially when mixedwith contemporary
forms and images associatedwith the present. Creating
pottery which dealswith the concept of "vesselness", while
subordinating or preventing actual utility, is an
interesting concept and has no dearth of disciples in the
arena of contemporary art today.
Color- Color can effect the perception of an art work or a
vessel. Here I believe there are common experiences that
we share ashumanswhich cross cultural boundaries.
Bright colors have been used along with other visual clues
to help promote the allegiance of the object to the forces
and spirit of the light or sun, while the use of somber colors
and black have been used to associate objects with the
night and evil spirits. However here again a knowledge of
the culturewould uncover other color associations. For
example the color blue has been extremely popular among
islamic cultures formany years as evidenced by the
predominance of blue glazed pottery which survives in
museums today. For these desert peoples, the clear blue
glaze symbolizedmore than just an obvious reference to
water, but life itself, and has taken on
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the religious concept of spiritual sustenance and spiritual
life.
However the uninformed viewerwould occasionally be
fooled by the exceptions, such as the Japanesewho
associatewhitewith death and the spiritworld, and who
wearwhite garments to a funeral.
Labor Intensity- If it is obvious that a craftsman has
labored disproportionately long on an object, relative to
others thatmight serve a similar utilitarian function, it
seems logical to assume that this object was made to serve
some special function such as: honoring the gods or
revered ancestors; commemorating an event such as a
victory or wedding; or to foster an atmosphere of wealth,
grandeur or power. History and present production
practices should clearly indicate thatwhere the amount of
hand labor is high, and consequently the price, the vessel
would not likely be used to serve the daily ration of gruel.
An example would be the Greek attic pottery whose
elaborate and detailed pictorial drawings relegated it to the
realm of gift and commemorative pieces, even in its own
time. Where the ornament takes on the form of written
language characters, the piece was usually




Another device to elevate an object in the
perception of the viewer is the presentation, context, or
setting of thework. As a pedestal removes awork from the
environment of the viewer, so too do other devices, such as
specialized containers to hold or protect the pieces like
display cabinets or the common glass boxes ofmuseums.
The simple use of a tray goes a long way towards
impressing the intended viewer. If I told you that I wanted
to show you a piece of pottery and handed it to you in a
paper bag, the effect would be considerably different than if
I had left the room and returned bearing it on a tray. The
drama is heightened and your expectations raised. The
Japanese tea ceremony is a perfect example of the ability
of commonplace objects to transcend theirmundane
existance, to achieve an air of preciousness by
manipulating the context or environment in which they
are viewed. The common tea bowlmade by a peasant
potter could be selected by a Teamaster for its simplicity
and unpretentiousness then wrapped in a cloth bagmade
of fine fabric and placed in a specially-made box for its
protection. Later in the environment of the tea house, with
its sense of order and beauty, set in a tranquil garden, and
after elaborate greetings of the host and formal
preparation of thewater were carried out, these boxes
would be opened and the bowls removed from their cloth
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bags. With such theatrical preparations and a dramatic
unveiling, who among us would not be impressed with
their great natural beauty and harmony with their
environment, though most of these bowlswould be passed
by in themarketplace if being sold by itsmaker. (Of course
this presentation factor is not unknown to themodern ad
agencies and package designers.) Other simple accessories
of the tea ceremony are elevated to befit the occasion by
their formal arrangement on a tray and their entrance
into the room at the precise time according to the accepted
order of events prescribed by the aesthetics of the
ceremony (Plated & ) .
Subordinate Utility- If an object's function can be
guessed at by its similarity of shape to common utilitarian
vessels or objects, but its actual usewould be hindered or
made more difficult because of the aforementioned devices
such as excessive ornamentation, scale, inappropriate
materials, or sheer expense, one could be reasonably sure
that it did not belong in the genre of daily existence, but
was in fact special or precious.
Age - The fact that some objects just happened to have
survived to an old age is enough for some collectors of
antiques to swoon with delight, despite the lack of any
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outstandingmerit for design of historical importance. But
most objects of great age survived because they were
cherished of revered by a succession of people who
protected them. Thereforemany surviving articles were
saved for their beauty or relationship to a religious ritual.
many were saved because of their connection to a personal
ritual. To a serious pipe smoker, his collection of pipes and
related paraphernalia becomesmore than just ameans to
introduce smoke into his system. These items have been a
part of his daily personal ritual for years and are imbued
with many memories. I have seen cherished pipes passed
on to sons with the air of a ritual, and treasured by them
for years though they themselves did not smoke a pipe.
Howmany of us have felt a great losswhen missing a
favorite pocket knife though itsmonetary worth was small.
Itwas a part of our daily ritual to include it on our person
when dressing or changing clothes. It becamemore than
something to cut string with. Consider grandma's teapot
which is brought out and used in a ritual fashion only at
family reunions. Because of our own association with old
treasured objects , it becomes easier formost of us to
extend this reverence to other old objectswe encounter
because of their age alone. Whether the object deserves
this admiration or not for artisticmerit, it has survived
over all the others and this strikes a strong resonance in
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our being. Thus the appearance of age alone can be a
powerful visual device,when used in combination with
others, to enhance a feeling of reverence, note here the
sheer number of antique collectors and dealerswho judge
value on age alone, though an objectmay lack historical
significance.
How a piecewould be repaired is another indication of
preciousness. The fact that itwas repaired at all, instead of
being discarded, is very suggestive, many examples
survive inmuseums of tea bowls belonging to teamasters
being repaired and themissing pieces replaced with gold.
These can not be viewed asmere peasant tea bowls even
by those unfamiliarwith the tea ceremony.
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STUDIO WORK
1 have chosen to create a series of vessels employing the
devices that I have gleaned from my research of the past,
andmy personal perceptions regarding their use and effect
on the viewer of today. Since the term, ritual vessel,
covers such a wide spectrum of objects from the simple
bowl of the tea ceremony to an elaborately carved
sarcophagus, and since any object could find itsway into a
personal ritual, 1 have limitedmy actual studio work to the
production of vessels used primarily for libation. I have
attempted to create in them a sense of drama and an aura
of preciousness to foster and heighten, in the eye of the
viewer, the idea that these are somehow related to an
implied ritual, though they may in fact have no connection
to any existing ritual.
I decided against the use of a known religious icon
because its powers are so great that it becomes too easy
and trite away of implying a ritual nature, my personal
challenge was to see if I could imply a ritual use without
necessarily affiliating itwith a
known religious or civil
ceremony. Besides, the use of a known icon ismore of a
cognitive factor than a purely visual one. And of course an
unknown icon is no icon at all, but ameaningless design.
In the first few weeks an attemptwasmade to suggest
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the incorporation of othermaterials andmuch timewas
spentmeticulously crafting clay to look like fragments of
bone and horn, then sticking them onto and into pot forms
in an attempt to suggest the symbolism of early American
indian tribes. Some nice potsweremade but I realized
that considerably more timewas spent reproducing the
appearance of bone and horn elements than was spent on
the forms. I felt that I waswasting time on this trompe
l'oeil effect, when I could be using it to develop stronger
forms. Besides, I realized that if a vessel's presence needed
to be enhancedwith these devices, I could affix the real
thing at a latter date at a considerable savings of time and
labor. A long standing self-imposed bias against chemical
bonding of pottery elements ended that day . After all,
people were not going to bake in these vessels and probably
rarely drink out of them. They were being created for
their drama and visual presence. However the sight of
1 5-20 ceramic horns drying on the table suggested tome
the powerful device of elevating the forms. A grouping of
three of these long forms to support a vessel became
apparent, and the idea of a tripod vessel was born again to
the world. I was reminded of a particularly strong form by
Rick Hirsch that I had seen in the Boston Fine Artmuseum
during the past summer. An influx of images from my
library research suggested that the tripod vessel was
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frequently used in rituals ofmany civilizations, but
particularly in oriental cultures. I considered the use of the
standard pedestal-like stem employed frequently in
western cultures, but felt somehow drawn to the tripod
form. It seemed tome to havemore power of ritual
suggestion than the pedestal-stem, often associatedwith a
display ofwealth or fashion.
Back to the library I went to see if I could shed any light
on why the tripod form impressedmemore. I found that
the tripod form was often employed in making food vessels
in early cultures which consumed their food while seated
on the ground rather than seated at a table. It provided
greater stability on irregular ground or in the coals of a
cooking fire than would a flat-bottom vessel, and the height
aided in heating the contentsmore evenly rather than
burning the contents at the bottom while the top remained
cool.
Butwhy did the tripod form of vessel become so popular
in the East? many rituals of the East include the
preparation and cooking of the ritual meal, rather than
just the serving and consumption, as in the Christianmass
and Jewish rituals. Therefore some of the common cooking
vessels would have been modified and used, one of which
was the tripod. Another routewas the incorporation of
small scaled-down versions of food storage containers in a
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grave to provide symbolic sustenance to the departed. In
early China, the full sized food and grainery jarswere
elevated by feet to raise the vessel off the damp ground,
where the low fired jar would allow water to pass through
to the interior and rot the grain. Thus the small scale
models also were footed and employed in the burial ritual.
Because of the association with the spirit world of honored
ancestors, the footed vessel became honorific and
cherished, and symbolically represented a reverence for
the contents by keeping it from being defiled by contact
with the ground.
I decided to employ this tripod device because of the
evocative power it had forme, and assuming that it would
affect some others in a similarmanner. Formost of the
vessels, I employed long tapering horn like legs, while in
others I used small lightening bolt shapes cut from slabs.
Some were extensively carved to excite the observer with
the surface relief and tactile qualities. At the same time, an
attempt wasmade to impress the viewer with the
craftsman-like attention to detail and the sheer amount of
time employed in itsmaking, to convince him that these
pieceswere special and not for yourmorning coffee.
Although these vessels are to suggest a libation function,
some were oversized to suggest thatmore than one person
would be present during their use. This device was used to
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suggest to the viewer that these pieceswere for a public
function and not for private use. The size plus the
ornamentmight suggest a ceremonial use. For some, color
in the form of awater-blue transparent glazewas used,
along with the spiral shape of the vessel, to suggest an
affiliation to the sea. In others, colorwas introduced in the
form of a raku patina glaze which produced amatt
greenish surface reminiscent of aged bronze, in an attempt
to give the viewer a sense of a passage of time. The use of
patinas to enhance a sculpture is well known by the art
foundaries. Chemicals are used to remove the shiny new
look of a statue, and to affiliate itwith our built in
reverence for artifacts of an other age or culture.
Seeing the results of these patinas, remindedme of the
dramaticmottled affects I had achieved in my first year
when experimenting with pottery thatwas sprayed with
terra sigillata and then fired in a sagger along with brine
soaked organicmatter. The process resulted in pottery
that truly looked as if itwere only recently unearthed after
hundreds of years. I enjoyed the theatrical quality of these
instant artifacts and decided to incorporate it intomy
recent work. I had learned from my first years
experiments that to reduce the amount of cracking in the
warewith this process, the brine soaked combustible
material should be thoroughly dried before placing it in the
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sagger. If this is not done, saltwater enters theware and
sagger wall. The organic material will slowly dry and upon
reaching its flash point will ignite and burn quickly raising
the temperature of theware too rapidly. Cracking of the
ware will occur if the piece still containswater, which it
probably does since it lies buried away from the direct heat
of the kiln atmosphere. Also the salt, having penetrated the
saggerwalls, causes them to deteriorate after only a couple
of firings. I found that even with thematerials dried before
packing, I was reducing the incidence of cracking but not
eliminating it. The rapid rise in heatwhen the flash point
was reachedwould sometimes crack the piece, even if it
had not absorbed water from thematerials. A way had to
be found to allow thematerials to smoulder and burn more
slowly rather than igniting and burning instantly. I
decided to replace some of thematerial with
noncombustible material. I concluded that thematerial
should be porous so that I could innoculate itwith the brine
as I didwith the organic matter. Grog and vermiculite
came tomind, and I chose vermiculite to be tested
first.
Alternate layers of organic matter and vermiculite were
packed around the pot and a three inch layerwas put on
top too retard the production of a
large flame. As this
method produced excellent resultswithout cracking, 1
found no need to test the grog. Since I predicted thatmy
21
forms would getmore complicated and hence easier to
crack, I desired even more peace of mind and greater
insurance against cracks, so I switched to a white raku
body for its thermal shock resistance. I found the success
rate was 1 00 with this new technique and clay body, but
the dramatic coloration was reducedwith this clay body. I
deduced that itmust be the lack of iron in thewhite raku
body, since the other clay bodies I had used were
considerably higher in iron content. I corrected this
situation by spraying a thin coat of slip from an
earthenware clay dug locally in the township of Bethany.
With this new combination, I obtained the desired
dramatic coloration and reasonable confidence thatmy
work would not crack during the firing.
I proceeded tomake an assortment of vessels with this
sagger technique, as well as the raku technique. I also
made vessels at cone 04 oxidation in the electric kilns, and
cone 9 reduction in the gas kilns. I made several in
porcelain, as well as stoneware. I employed the visual
devices discussed earlier in different combinations along
with sound design and compositional practices, and
executed these designswith meticulous attention to detail
and craftsmanship to produce
vessels that I feltwere
successful in fostering the illusion of their preciousness and
ritual nature. Someweremade to be graceful and
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elegant, while otherswere made intentionallymacabre or
bizarre to link them with the dark or evil forces in the
mind of the viewer. For some, the affect will be enhanced
by the inclusion of acessories, and their formal
arrangement or presentation at the thesis show.
These pieces succeeded in what I attempted to do, but as a
last gesture before I ceasedmy studio work and
concentrated on thewritten report, I felt that I would like to
take the work just a little futher. The actual ritual towhich
these vessels might have been put to usewas intentionally
made vague so the viewer could participate by drawing
from his own creativemind and experiences, and to allow
him to summon up visions of mysterious rituals, ofwhich
hewas involved because hewas there seeing it in his
mind's eye. I tried not to interferewith this process by
avoiding religious and civil icons which would direct him
away from his own invented fantasy.
I now felt that I needed to create some vessels that would
somehow relate tome andmy world. I searched forweeks
for someway to achieve this. I had long since stopped
attending church except to perform music for friends, so I
concluded that I should search for some ritual in the
secular area ofmy life. I needed to find some action that I
perform so regularly out of habit, that it could be regarded
as approaching the status of a ritual. As I was pondering
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this questionwhile commuting the 20 miles to RIT, as I do
every day, I happened to look over to the passenger side of
my car and noticed the pile of fast food and beverage
containers littering the floor three deep. You see , if you
buy two large coffees for the ride to school, and you go to
school seven days aweek and have a tendency to
daydream a lot instead of being conscious enough to
retrieve your litterwhen you arrive, you end upwith 14
mcDonald cups in your car on Sunday, along with assorted
other fast food containers. I spotted the french-fry
container and recognized its similarity to some Shang
Dynasty ritual bronze pieces that I had encountered in my
research. The thought that theywere both food vessels
and that they were both used during a ritual, as I was
staring at the remains of one ofmy daily rituals, caused
the synapses to start sparking inmy brain. I realized that I
hadmy answer. mcDonald's restauranthas served and
waited faithfully on me for years, and has become an
integral part ofmy daily ritual. I would now, in turn, pay
homage to them and the simple pleasures of life, as the tea
masters had done beforeme. I would select the ordinary
vessels of daily life, symbolic of the sustenance and
pleasure they give, imbuedwith thememory of pastimes
with good company (good song title here), and elevate
them withmy compositional skills and the knowledge
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gleaned from this research to achieve a visual presence
and bestow on them the aura of ceremonial vessels.
For this last feat ofwizardry, I employed the tripod form
andmy acquired skills with sagger firing. In each of the
three resulting series of vessels, the mcDonald imagery
was employed, my aim, as I saw it, was to have each one
of these vessels, when viewed singly, seen as some sort of
ritual artifact, while I attempted to pack each onewith as
much detail and information about contempory fast food
containers. I wanted the viewer to see and think artifact,
while sensing that the object was somehow familiar to
him. my hopewas that the point of recognition would not
come until the viewer encountered the altar displaying a
complete set of three vessels. Seeing that the three tripod
baseswere the same, themind would tend to guickly
subordinate its importance to concentrate on the
dissimilar top elements, encouraging recognition of these
elements as the familiar forms of the fast food industry,
and allowing the viewer to relish (excuse the pun) the
myriad of additional details (clay pickle slices, ice cubes,
etc.) that have been sandwiched ( I cant help it ) in between
themajor elements, and thus share in my laughter, my
hope is that the viewer will become aware of how poorly
we see the world around us, and how easily we are
deceived and restricted by our own expectations and
25
perceptions, note here the power of the advertising,
fashion, and art (the same ?) industries tomanipulate




I feel confident that I have achieved the goals I have
defined for this thesis project. I am satisfied with the
breadth of knowledge attained from the research, and I
enjoy the results ofmy studio work.
Inmy quest, I have experienced working with sagger
firing, cone 04 electric oxidation, 04 gas reduction, cone 9
gas reduction, the raku process, terra sigillata, stoneware,
porcelain and earthenware clays.
I feel that the vessels exhibited in my show have achieved
the stature and qualities that I sought to imbue them with.
I am particularly pleased with the "myk
Dynasty"
series,
which I feel works on several levels. I believe that the
pieces work on a purely visual and compositional level.
They possess a ritual quality about them. They also work
on a cognitive level as amarriage between the Shang
Dynasty bronze ritual vessels and the fast food containers
of today. They relate to one ofmy own daily rituals as a
commuter student. And sincemore people (5% of
population ) in this nation pass through the doors of a single
fast food chain (mcDonald's Retaurant) everyday, a good
claim could bemade to suggest that fast food is an
American ritual. The "myk
Dynasty"
series also relates on
another personal level tomy innate sense of humor and
my acquired sense of sarcasm toward the art world as I see
it today.
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IT1ATERIAL LIST - Clay Bodies
Earthenware Body Cone 04
Redart 55.0
Okmulgee 1 0.0
Pine Lake 1 0.0
Gold Art 15.0
BaC03 .5





















mATERIAL LIST - Glazes





White Crackle Glaze Cone 04














Tin Oxide 1 25
Terra Sigillata Cone 07-02
Clay 10.5 lbs. (dry powder)
Water 3.0 gal.
Sodium Hydroxide 48.0 gr.
mix all three ingredients and let stand for two days.
Siphon off the top third, and pass through 1 50 mesh screen.








-RITUAL VESSELS OF BROnZE AGE CHinA
by max Loehr
Asia House Gallery Publication
Library of Congress Cat. Card
* 58-30798
-mASTERWORKS OF CHinESE BROnZE
in THE nATionAL palace musEum
national Palace museum Publication





by Ting Sing Wu
The International Culture Press














I - Bronze Kuang- Shang
Dynasty- 1 2- 1 1 TH Century B.C.
II - Bronze Li- Shang Dynasty
III - Bronze Ku- Shang Dynasty
IV - Bronze P'an- W. Chou Dynasty
V - Tea Caddy, Scoop,
Tray- Japanese Tea Ceremony
VI - Bird Vessel- Stoneware- Cone 9 Reduction
VII - Bat Vessel- Sagger and Combustibles- Cone 05
VIII - Lightning
Vessel- Sagger and Combustibles-Cone 05
IX - Thunder Vessel- Sagger and Combustibles- Cone 05
X - White Cone- with quilted
bag- Cone 04
XI - Snow Vessel- Raku- Cone 04
XII - Libation Vessel- Sagger and
Combustibles- Cone 05
XIII- myk Dynasty
Series- Sagger and Combustibles-05
XIV- myk Dynasty
Series- Raku and gold leaf- Cone 04
XV - myk Dynasty
Series- Sagger and Combustibles-05
XVI- myk Dynasty
Series- Sagger and Combustibles-05
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